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Tooth Notation

Keeping up-to-date with tooth notation
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Methods of tooth notation have evolved over the years and there is now an increasing
desirability for a system which offers the maximum in precision, clarity and
compatibility with typing and computing require nne nts„5, review of the many available
methods Leads to the FDI two-digit system es being highly appropriate for today's nerds-

This system is being adopted increasingly, worldwide.
ICE time comes when the soldier who is
out of step realises his plight and sees
the need to fall into line with the rest of the
troop. With advances in communication and
the increasingly global nature of dental
epidemiology, conferences and literature,
and the demands of forensic odontology, the
need for an agreed international `language' of
symbols for tooth identiftoktion becomes
greater. It is also appropriate, from time to
time, to ask the question .: is our system of
tooth notation the mint appropriate for
conforming with trends and present-day
requirements?
Ablbergt has indicated that there are some
40 different tOOth vocation systems in use in
the world, and that these have, Bornewhae
inevitably, arisen out of uncoordinated
development- Frykholm and Lyseit 2
publishedacomrnviewfadoz
systems that were in use in the 19505 in 35
countries spread around the world, and it is
clear that most plausible possibilities have
been tried. Zs igmoridy's system, also
referred to as the Symbolic system, but
generally known as the Palmer notation' in
English-speaking countries, appears to be the
oldest method still in widespread use today.
The Palmer Notation
As all dental personnel in the UK know well,
with the Palmer notation the permanent
teeth are recorded with Arabic numbers 1-8
(central incisor to third molar). Palmer did
not extend his system to include the
deciduous teeth, but alphabetical letters A-E
(central incisor to second molar) are often
used. Variations for the deciduous dentition
include the use of lower case letters a-e, the
use of Roman numbers 1-V, and the use of
Arabic. numbers 1-5 each followed by a 0 5
3DI or 3d would
would represent the ora"d'(thus
deciduous upper right canine).
When writing any of these tooth designotions 5 a grid system (fig. I) is used to indicate
the quadrants. A central vertical line
represents the saginal plane, while a
horizontal line symbolises the occlusal plane.
The grid is viewed from the perspective of
the observer examining the patient from the
front, or as when viewing mounted
radiographs- The patient's left teeth
therefore appear on the right of the written
grid. When there is a need to write the
designation of single tooth, or of just a few
teeth, superfluous parts of the grid are
excluded. as exemplified in figure 2_ In
speech, the teeth are described as 'upper
right eight', 'upper right seven', 'lower kft
four', etc.
rhe Palmer notation has been responsible
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Fig, 1 The Palmer notation for the complete permanent dentition using a grid to indicate the
quadrants and Atahie numbers 1-8 to indicate rha teeth: 1 indicates a central incisor, while a
indica tes a third molar.
for considerable confusion, and many a
dental student, dental surgery assistant,
secretary and layperson has had difficulty
with it, primarily through confusion between
left and right with respect to the grid. Also,
the notation is incompatible with computers
and word-processing systems, and it pOSes
not inconsiderable problems for researchers
who need to record and process tooth• specific
data. With a conventional typewriter, the
central vertical line in the grid is usually
repres e nted by the slash Q) sign, hence Ir.
Overlining is not always possible with word
processors and P5 (portly handwritten) may
result.
The Huderup Notatioh
The Haderup notation system,' which has
been used quite widely in .3 number of
European countries, is in many ways similar
to that of Palmer, but it has the advantage
that the tooth designations can be typed
easily. Plus (+) and minus(- ). signs are used
with each Arabic tooth number, to indicate
the upper and lower jaws, respectively. With
right teeth, the sign follows the tooth
number, while fat left teeth it precedes it.
Thus 8+ represents the upper right third
molar. Pot the deciduous dentition, a zero is
placed between the tooth number (1-5) and
the plus or minus sign. Thus, the deciduous
upper right canine is written 30+ and the
deciduous tower left canine as -03. An
alternative is to use the Roman characters
r—v in place of the Arabic numerals, so that
the deciduous upper right canine is represented by This method is simple for the
typist, but it is open to confusion and is not
suitable for computer processing of
epidemiological data.
The Universal System
A rather different system, and one that has
been in particularly widespread use in North
America (Kilpatrick' refers to it as 'standard
charting') is she Universal systern, 5 In this
system, each tooth is given a unique Arabic
number, starting with '1' for the upper right
third molar (fig. 3). The upper right second
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Fig, 2 Restricted use of Palmer's notation to
indicate just the upper right canine 11th]; and

four teeth [right).
molar is 2 and the sequence continues up to
16 for the upper left third molar. The
sequence then drops to the lower left third
molar (17) and aroundw the lower right third
132). The deciduous teeth are labelled
A-T using the above order, so that the
deciduous upper right canine is represented
by C, and the deciduous upper right lateral
incisar by D. A variation is to record the
deciduous teeth as P -20 in the same order as
for the permanent teeth, but to placer a 'D'
against each number, so that the deciduous
upper right second molar becomes Dl.
There are 111.1.YEXr0uS variants of the
Universal system, for both permanent. and
deciduous dentitions, in which different
orders and combinations of Arabic or Roman
numbers and alphabetical letters are used.
Named variations used mainly in the USA
include the "Amy system', the 'Navy
system' and the "Bosworth system'. 2 All have
the advantage of being acceptable To
computers and of not requiring the typing of
grids- Further, having a unique number to
represent each tooth, leaves little room for
confusion as to which tooth is which, once
the method has been learned. However, the
use of alphabetical letters in connection with
the deciduous teeth can lead to confusion
with the letters used to describe the tooth
surfaces, and the use of Roman numerals can
lead to confusion with equivalent numerals
that are also used to describe carious lesions
according to Black's classification.'
The FDI Two Digit System
Perhaps because of the shortcomings mentioned above, and in spite of the potential
advantages (it- this system compared with the
other methods described, use of the Uoiyer•
sal system is declining in favour ni the PDT
-

